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NOW AVAI LABLE !

The New KWM
Half-Round G2!

2ND GENERATION

6" Half-Round G2
Seamless Rollformer

Run aluminum, copper, steel and
galvalume products with ease on this
redesigned Half-Round machine from KWM.
All KWM machines are backed by our
ROCK SOLID GUARANTEE:
n 3-Years Parts & Labor/Mechanical
n 1-year Parts & Labor/Electrical

DOWNLOAD
KWM’S APP!

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
www.kwmgutterman.com • Toll-free (888) 729-4290
After business hours call Ken at (815) 405-1731 or Keith at (815) 405-1729.

go with the flow

Conventional inside box miters and miter strips tend
to overflow in heavy rainwater conditions. Now
available in both 5” and 6”.

That’s why many of the top professional gutter installers are switching to
the patented Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter Corner. It’s extended front end
provides an enlarged catch basin, directing water away from the front edge
and channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing.
Extreme Miter

Standard Miter

It is fabricated to facilitate and simplify the installation of the gutter troughs,
and when properly installed and caulked, provides a watertight installation.

The Extreme Miter’s extra large basin
prevents overflowing.

6"NOW AVAILABLE

Clean Sweep™ is a drop in system that doesn’t
go under the shingles protecting the integrity of
the roof. Its weatherproof rubber back provides
a seal along the back edge of the gutter and can
withstand the heaviest of rainfalls. Choose from
copper, 7 standard colors, or custom colors.
Available in 5", 6", 7" & 8".

We’re so certain you’ll love our products,
we want to send you a FREE Sample.
Contact your supplier or email:
BobJ@HancockEnt.com and ask for
Extreme Miter, Clean Sweep and any
other product you’d like to try.

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734-287-8840 | 800-544-0393 | Fax 734-287-8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.
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Publisher’s Note
In this issue of Gutter Enterprise, we talk about
technology in the gutter industry, apps available
to the installer that increase your bottom line,
provide the freedom to do additional bids and
enhance the communication process between
customer, office, sales and installer.
Traditional installs: wood, copper and zinc to
name a few. What are the benefits and features
of a traditional install? Should they be part of
your product offering?
The Oxford dictionary defines
entrepreneurship as “the activity of setting up
a business or businesses, taking on financial
risks in the hope of profit.”
The resilience of the Gutter Industry intrigues me. I have spoken with a great
number of you who are flat out busy.
Yet, raw materials are still hard to come by. Tankers are in ports waiting to be
unloaded with the very raw material you need. Trucks to move the material are
not moving and drivers of those trucks are at a premium.
Gas is the highest it has been in six years. National average price of gas according
to AAA, is $3.369 as of this printing.
To help with cost savings, take advantage of big box stores rewards programs.
According to Retail Wire, “consumers are driving past traditional oil company
gas stations to fuel up at big box stores. In fact, ranking numbers one and two on
consumers’ lists of favorite places to fill ‘er up are Costco and Kroger.”
Another way to help offset rising gas prices is by charging for bids (let
homeowners know if they decide to use you, it will be deducted from the cost of
the project), and by utilizing gas apps such as, https://app.getupside.com/ to find
cheap gas near you. Take advantage of gas reward programs offered by credit
card companies.
Domestic mills are sold out and foreign mills are cutting back, directing
aluminum to industries that generate greater revenue. According to the LME,
prices for raw material are still trending up with no real end in sight. This
combination makes it difficult for anyone to plan for next week much less a
year out.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2021
VOLUME 3, ISSUE 6
PUBLISHER
Brian Mahoney
brian@gutterenterprise.com

EDITOR
Cassie Miller

Gutter Enterprises LLC is a bi-monthly
publication located in Lancaster PA at
PO Box 5191 Lancaster, PA 17601
Phone 717-940-6231
Email: brian@gutterenterprise.com
Gutter Enterprise LLC accepts and
considers only unpublished, noncopyrighted, original articles for
publication with no guarantee stated or
implied. Publisher reserves the right to
accept, edit and/or reject any article or
advertisement submitted to this magazine
for any reason without showing cause.
This magazine, or any part thereof, may
not be reproduced or stored, in whole or in
part, by any means whatsoever including
digital or electronic formats, or as part
of a computer or web-based retrieval
system without prior written consent of
the publisher. Copyright © 2019 Gutter
Enterprise LLC. All Rights Reserved.

And yet we do it every day- get up and get it done! Why? Because we are resilient.
Why? For family, for the fear of failure. Whatever the reason is, we just do it!
“The oldest, shortest words — yes and no — are those which require the most
thought.”
~ Pythagoras
Enjoy,

Brian Mahoney
www.gutterenterprise.com
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Technology for the Gutter
Industry
Photo Credit- Hydra-Flow Guttering

"T

By Brian Mahoney

here are several apps available to the roofing
industry, such as Eagle View and Eagle Eye.
These are project management tools or apps that
assist in managing sales, production, collections,
and warranty submissions for projects related to the real estate
industry. It has been successfully applied to the roofing and
construction sector, where field staff need to communicate
with each other and with office staff while also documenting
activity, site conditions, and job progress.
Recently, we have seen several companies who have stepped
up to the plate to develop an app exclusively for the gutter
industry.
Now you have several apps unique to the gutter industry to
choose from. Gutter Enterprise sumarizes the benefits and
features of each of these Gutter specific apps.
We are always looking for more time. Time is the one thing
we can’t get back. These apps were developed to aid the
owner/gutter installer to facilitate more bids, boost exposure,
credibility and profitability while increasing communication
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between all parties involved from consumer to the installer,
promoting a positive overall experience.
Many of the same features are available with each app, CRM
(Customer Relations Management) tool, dashboards, material
calculator, job estimators, and quote forms. Some apps have
unique features, such as inventory tracking, the ability to
interface with other software for real-time inventory tracking.
Lead tracking, marketing and accounting features and sales
presentations available for the homeowner to view.

We are always looking for more time. Time is
the one thing we can’t get back.
Pictures and other job-specific information can be entered
with the option to add unique job requirements. Videos for
on-the-spot trouble shooting of gutter machines are also
available. All use an iPad or Android tablet preferred platform
for the best overall experience for homeowners. In some
cases, a stylus is required to produce drawings when utilizing
a tablet and many of the same functions can be performed on
an android phone or iPhone.

Review the following information and see which app best
meets your requirements.
Contractor B.O.S. is a mobile, web-based app designed
specifically for guttering contractors who want to improve:

Additional Features:
A Photo Gallery for each job. Use these photos to show
customers your attention to detail and communicate job
specifics to installers.
Collect and keep track of deposits and signed contracts with
E-signatures.

• Business Operations
• Customer Experience
• Revenue and bottom line
Complete operating system offering: Dashboard "CRM"
(Customer Relationship Management) system.

Invoicing: Improve your company image by sending
preprinted invoices with your crews, or just email them
directly to your customers.

"Dashboard" system of tracking
the status of each customer. The
ability to track your customer
from the lead stage through
payment for the job, allows you
to plan your work and assign
tasks to your staff. This feature
also allows you to have your installation schedule available
anywhere, anytime.

Lead Tracking: Knowing the source(s) of your leads enables
advertising money to be spent where it is most beneficial.

Contractor B.O.S. can centralize all your data and be available
anywhere anytime, help office staff, salespeople and installers
better serve the customer through great communication and
help you make and keep more of your hard-earned money.

For more information on the BOSS app, call (918) 550-0001
online at www.contactorbos.com

Professional Quotes- Quickly produce quote sheets with your
logo, scope of work, and any information you want to share
with your customer. Email or text this and your diagrams/
drawings. No paper or forms necessary! Although a printed
version is available.

KWM Gutterman is the No.1 informational app for the gutter
industry exclusively designed with the installer in mind.
Contains machine adjustments videos, coil calculator and job
material list with customers’ information at your fingertips.

Commission Based Payroll System: Quickly enter
employee commissions for jobs completed. Run reports for
management, installers, and accountants.
Reports: Produce a wide variety of reports that give the
information needed to analyze your business and make wise
decisions.

KWM App

Sales Presentation- Highlight your company, products,
services and completed jobs as you provide photos and
information to help communicate your ability to meet
homeowners guttering needs. Communicate this information
in person or by email, from your mobile device.
The ability to produce field drawings from any mobile device
through the "design" feature. Email them or print them for
proposals and working documents for installations.
Lead # 00003569

Diagram

John Doe

123 N Fourth St

Winchestertonfieldville, OK 77777

(888) 999-5555

Crew
Hours
_______________________________ ______________________________

johndoe@gmail.com

Total
______________________________

Product & Material lists
automatically produced for
your jobs. Your complete
product lists with customized
pricing. Select the product,
enter the quantity, and let this
feature produce the quote
figure for you!
Once diagrams are
drawn and line items
entered, email the
diagram and quote
page, from your
prospect’s driveway!

The KWM Gutterman app dashboard offers access to gutter
and accessories inventory, a material calculator, job estimator,
technical resources as well as manuals and videos. The app
can interface with software that can track existing inventory,
allowing companies to see real-time inventory and order
products when inventories are running low, or a job specific
product is needed.
Job Estimator: Eagle View gives you the ability to input job
names, email, and addresses, take pictures and input gutter
coil and accessories required for each project.
Material Calculator: Know how many linear feet you will
need as well as how many approximate pounds of coil is
required.

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Technical resources offer installers manuals and videos for
proper machine adjustments, a real time saver when you are
having issues with machines on the job.
The KWM Gutterman app is comprehensive,
and the installer can always reach out to
KWM via phone with any questions related
to the product. For more information call
toll-free (888) 729-4290 or scan the QR code.
ArcSite is a digital
drawing and
estimation tool for
residential contractors
in the field. Available
on iOS devices
(with Android coming
soon), ArcSite makes it
easy to create professional
drawings and generate
automated proposals, all
without leaving the job site.
Companies in the gutter
industry love ArcSite because of its ease of use and efficiency.
With your custom products and prices
built-in, ArcSite is a contractor's secret
weapon. Share designs and quotes with
customers, collaborate with coworkers
and sub-contractors, and backup
everything with unlimited cloud storage.
ArcSite is the "CAD-ish''" solution for those
looking to design, share, and save projects.

CRM Plus … Customer relations, management and marketing
is present in each step of the process with EZ Run Gutter
Business III. The app has the tools needed to estimate, sell,
track and market to each customer. From closing the sale
for a gutter estimate to marketing gutter guards. As well as
providing cleaning and maintenance agreements to your
customer base.
This is all done by EZ Run Gutter Business III’s CRM Plus
Dashboard. Each customer’s dashboard displays and tracks
every communication such as phone calls, emails, estimates,
invoices, scheduled and completion dates. The dashboard
also displays the estimate and invoice status and the balance
amounts including the amounts for outstanding invoices for
that customer.
Marketing Simplified!
The dashboard also features one-touch marketing, which
sends marketing promotions and ads to customers for gutters,
gutter guard and maintenance cleaning. These full-color ads
can be sent via email or printed postcards through the U.S.
Postal Service. The marketing ads are fully customizable by
the business owner, offering them to easily market specials or
discounts to new or existing customers.

Online at www.arcsight.com. or
scan the QR code for more information.
EZ Run Gutter Business III
Was written by a gutter
company owner/hanger for
gutter company owners/
hangers. From its inception,
the vision was to create a software package that would
easily follow the business flow from the gutter estimate to
the residual income of an annual or bi-annual cleaning and
maintenance customer.
CRM Plus III Customer
Relations Dashboard Interface
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Daily Routines, Estimates & Installations features the new
one page scrolling gutter estimate format. Every material you
need and color is at your disposal for estimates and invoices.
Plus, three pricing schedules. Pricing schedules will preload
pricing, sizing and colors of whatever schedule you choose.
For example, you can have one scheduled for 5-inch jobs.
Another for 6-inch jobs and another for half round. Or pricing
schedules for different areas you sell in. You can also intermix,
on the fly, any combination of gutter, accessories, or color.
Also, you can add separate charges for every gutter estimate,
such as (repair soffit, paint fascia or rent a lift).

Installation Job Sheets eliminate the need for drawings
as they will inform your crew of every detail they need, to
install each gutter (You can still draw estimates and attach

Additional Features
Gutter Guard estimates, sales and marketing. The Gutter
Guard module is customizable for any brand of gutter guard
you sell.
Cleaning & Maintenance Sales and Marketing
Cleaning & Maintenance invoicing now includes a rating
system for each gutter location. This new rating system
informs your customer of the condition of their gutter system
and the need for any future replacement or repairs for each
gutter.
Invoicing
Each invoice that is generated is labeled, gutters, gutter guard,
or cleaning & maintenance.
Customer Sales Portfolio

it to the job). EZ Run Gutter Business III also provides the
daily estimate and installation date and time schedules. Plus,
materials stocking lists that the crews need for that day’s
installations.
Material Ordering with one touch EZ Run Gutter Business
III build an order form for gutter coil and accessories for all
colors and sizes you need to order. Order for one job or order
for dozens then email them instantly to your supplier!

Contractor B.O.S. is a Mobile, Web-Based App
Designed Specifically for Guttering Contractors
Who Want to Improve:

Contractor Profitability

Simply insert photos into the portfolio and type in your sales
text. Show and explain to them why you are the best!
Manuals
EZ Run Gutter Business III was written to be EZ and intuitive.
So much so, that you do not need a manual. But, just in case,
we have simple training videos that you can watch.
For more information, call (814) 320-1664

GE

SELF-CLEANING
RAIN GUTTER OUTLETS

WHICH OUTLET WOULD YOU
WANT IN YOUR RAIN GUTTERS?

Business Operations
Customer Experience
The B.O.S “Dashboard”

-Tracks Each Customer from Lead Stage to Payment Status
-Centralizes Data, Work and Assigns Tasks to all Staff- On the Fly
-Produces Quote Sheets with Logo, Scope of Work,
Diagrams/Drawings for Customer Review
For use with both iOS and Android platforms
For More Information Call B.O.S App today
918.550.0001 or www.contractorbos.com

SUPERSIZE YOUR OUTLETS
AND
OUTSMART YOUR GUTTERS!

Call - Today
610-420-0378
www.thespoutoff.com

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Traditional Gutter Installs
By Brian Mahoney
Photo Credit: Concord Sheet Metal

T

he most common types of
gutters include K-style or Ogee
gutters, half-round, box, and
fascia gutters when it comes
to shape. When it comes to material,
gutters can be made of everything
from copper to galvanized steel,
galvalume, wood, fiberglass, vinyl, and
aluminum.
Aluminum will always have a place in
the industry. It is low-cost compared to
other options like galvanized, copper
or wood. Aluminum and vinyl work
effectively without draining the bank.
Aluminum seamless gutter installations,
when done by a professional installer
can last 10-15 years, and is often
chosen by homeowners for that
reason as owners on average stay in
a house 8 to 15 years according to
ipropertymanagement.com.
Maintaining aluminum gutters is
relatively straight forward when dealing
with a reputable installer and most
installers stand behind their work with
at least a minimum three-year warranty,
some go out as far as five years.
Aluminum will always be a dominant
player in the market. Yet difficult to
come by today. Vinyl is also a low-cost
choice and is often considered a DIY
project for many homeowners.
Take a Step Up in Style, Beauty or
Choose Longevity as Your Principal
Reason and There are Several
Products That Come to Mind- Copper,
Zinc, Fiberglass or Wood.
These options are more in-line with
traditional installs. What is considered a
traditional install?
These are installations that are designed
to stand-out, be seen and enhance the
appearance of the home. Like jewelry,
traditional gutters can create an elegant,
refined look that not only increases
10
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the value of the home but offers
longevity and increased functionality
when installed by a professional. These
options are also environmentally
friendly which, has been a hot button
for many. Each has their own distinctive
install instructions: Copper and zinc
soldering, wood and fiberglass utilizes
a bonding agent, so the temperature of
the install is a consideration.

Like jewelry, traditional gutters
can create an elegant, refined
look that not only increases
the value of the home but
offers longevity and increased
functionality when installed by
a professional.
Historic RestorationsCopper or wood gutters have always
been the choice for many when it comes
to historic restorations. These choices of
gutters are often specified into a project
when copper or wood has been used
prior or has been called out for due to
historical requirements.
WOOD GUTTERS

Photo Credit: Blueoxmill.com

Over the years wood has become a
difficult product to obtain due to the
lack of maturity in the wood gutters
used today. Back in the thirties and
forties wood gutters were cut and
harvested from trees that were 100
years old and the structure of the wood
grain/rings were tight. Specifically,

heart wood, which was rot resistance
providing a durable product. The trees
harvested today are often 30-50 years
in age creating a product that needs
additional maintenance. Wood gutters
are offered through two companies Blue Ox Millworks located in Eureka,
Calif., or WoodGutters.net located in
Somerville, Mass.
Several traditional profiles are offered in
Redwood (preferred due to its resistance
to water and rot), Fir, Cedar or Pine
out of the Pacific West. These choices
are an expensive option and can run
anywhere from $17 to $34 a linear foot.
Blue Ox Mill boasts of having the ability
to reproduce any profile. For more
information visit online blueoxmill.com
or woodgutters.net.

Copper or wood gutters have
always been the choice for
many when it comes to historic
restorations.
“Wood gutters are still very popular
with historic renovations.” According
to Eric Hollenbeck of Blue Ox Mills
out of Eureka, Calif., “Redwood is the
material of choice for installs due to its
durability and how it interacts with the
effects of the environment. Fir, Cedar
and Pine have also been used and when
properly installed are good alternatives
to Redwood. Eric goers on to say, “An
11% moisture content, during the
dry season is optimal. The secret to
preventing decay can be summed up in
three words: "Keep It Dry!" With that
understanding, gutter then becomes
one of the most important moldings
on any structure. Proper airflow aids
in keeping the gutters at their peak.
Properly installed redwood gutters
require little more than yearly cleaning
if there are trees in the area. If the

roof is composition shingle, we suggest a spring and fall
cleaning to remove the pebbles that come from the roofing
and tend to hold moisture in the bottom of the gutter.
Always paint the outside of the gutter and either leave the
inside dry or treat with shingle oil or mineral oil, which
keeps the wood supple. Hung wood gutters are attached to
rafter tails with stainless steel fasteners (nails or screws).”

Photo Credit: Woodgutters.net

According to John Moriarty of woodgutters.net, “Wood
Gutters are a unique request these days for gutters due to
several reasons. Cost of wood in general, shipping costs
and the wood used today for gutters comes exclusively
from the Northwest and is either fir or cedar. A lot of the
wood is taken from trees that are only 30-50 years matured
as mentioned above and is problematic. Maintaining a
gutter cleaning program is a priority when it comes to
wood gutters.
Wood is still specified for historical projects, where
gutters appear as a crown molding and are an integral
part of the exterior woodwork. Although supplies of first
cut, long-length timbers are dwindling. If wood is still
your choice of material or your job calls for wood gutters
customers will pay a premium.” For more information visit
woodgutters.net.
COPPER GUTTERS

Photo Credit: Classic Gutters Systems

“Many traditional installs, such as copper are offered in
European or reverse bead half round profile in 4", 5",
6", 7" and 8". The most efficient profile due to the halfround shape, which moves the water faster through the
system. Coupled with 3", 4" and 5" round downspouts and
you have a very efficient system”, according to Augustin
Crookston of Classic Gutters. Durability, beauty, and
longevity are key with copper. Installs when performed by
a professional can last up to 50-plus years when properly
maintained.

See more at RaytecLLC.com

CALL (877) 800-2500
Email Sales@RaytecLLC.com

www.gutterenterprise.com
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As copper naturally ages from the environment a patina will
from, first darkening and then showing various shades of
dark green to shades of blue only enhancing the beauty of the
copper gutter.

The market for copper is so volatile as of this article it is hard
to give a price range. To see more copper hanger options
online visit classicgutters.com or call Classic Gutters at
(269) 665-2700.
Zinc Gutters

Photo Credit: Colorado Seamless Gutters, Inc.

Also popular is copper in K-style or box profiles. Available
from Slate & Copper, Guttersupply.com and K&M Sheet
Metal.
Yes, you do need to have someone on staff that understands
and can perform soldering, but there are plenty of online
videos that show you the art of soldering. Another benefit
to the reverse bead installation are the hangers/brackets
available, from the half-round copper stamped fascia bracket
to the extraordinary brass castings: Mermaids, Queen Anne to
Seahorse and Fish to name a few, according to Crookston.

Photo Credit: Classic Gutter Systems
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Photo Credit: Guttersupply.com

Zinc, like copper, offers an install that can last 40-plus
years. “Preweathered Zinc Gutters and Preweathered Zinc
Downspouts have proven to be an ideal, durable material that
has been used in gutter and roofing applications for centuries,”
says Mike Milliman of GutterSupply.com.
“Similar to copper, preweathered zinc gutters and downspouts
form a protective layer as it ages, which is also known as
patina. The patina, which develops because of exposure during
weathering, gives zinc gutters its anti-corrosive characteristics
that make this gutter a great long-term investment.” Milliman
mentions. The patina also hides any imperfections like
scratches, to the surface of the gutters.
Zinc can also be a good choice when utilizing other types of
roofing materials, such as metal, cedar, and asphalt shingles.

Zinc is a non-ferrous metal, which means that it will not
corrode like aluminum and vinyl. Zinc is available in different
colors, which makes it a more fashionable choice.
Do your homework and check to see what roofing options are
compatible. Zinc gutters range from $9-$12 per linear foot
depending on size.
Fiberglass Gutters

Photo Credit: Fiberglass Gutter Company

Wood, for years, has been a popular choice
for many in the New England states. But
Russ Allen from Fiberglass Gutter Company
out of Pembroke, Mass., will tell you “Wood
is not what it used to be. Much of the wood
is young and porous.” Allen goes onto
explain, “Wood gutters were the norm 100
years ago and were made from old-growth
wood- literally from trees that were hundreds
of years old and were built to last a long time
with proper oiling and maintenance.

Popular with architects, historic renovations, ocean front
properties and approved with multiple historical commissions,
makes fiberglass gutters an obvious choice for those
homeowners who wish to keep the historical look of wood
with the added benefit of eliminating the need for continuous
maintenance.
Installation: Fiberglass gutters come in 40-foot lengths and
are available in standard and custom profiles to fit many
restoration specifications. For cutting, a standard miter saw
with a fine-tooth cutting blade is more than adequate. Using
a vacuum attachment while wearing an approved respirator is
a must. Then fastened to the fascia or rafters with 5/16 x 3"1/8
Stainless Steel structural screws. Typical cost of fiberglass
gutters ranges from $22-$28 per linear foot depending on
finish.

BECOME AN ALL WEATHER
ARMOUR DEALER
“The ONLY Four season Roof & gutter Protection”

www.allweatherarmour.com
888-654-4942

ALL WEATHER ARMOUR: Any Project – Any Climate – Any Season – We Have a Solution!
Our systems utilize
a stainless steel
mesh with a robust
aluminum frame.

Today’s wood gutters are made from newgrowth wood. Younger trees grown rapidly
and harvested in years and are susceptible
to rot, expansion and contraction and insect
infestation.”
Is there an alternative? Fiberglass. Allen
explains, “Our standard fiberglass molds
are from actual wood gutters to give them
a genuine wood look. Wood replacement
gutter profiles are hand laid and come with
genuine woodgrain texture and finished with
a UV protective gelcoat shell eliminating the
need for the occasional paint project.
Our standard profiles, available in 40' foot
lengths are offered in vintage white, as well
as custom colors.” Russ also noted, fiberglass
gutters are durable and impact resistant,
with low expansion and contraction
rates and from the ground the product is
indistinguishable from traditional wood.
Although wood gutters have been primarily
used in the northeast the 40' Fiberglass
sections can be shipped nationwide.

Designed from inception
For ice Dam Prevention!

DEsigNED TO gENERATE sALEs - All Weather Armour Products are the most durable, dependable, and
versatile products on the market today. AWA family of products has become the leading choice for
homeowners and an increasingly demanded product from installers nationwide. If you are a contractor or a
handyman, becoming an AWA dealer adds an exciting and financially rewarding option to your arsenal.
Most Comprehensive Family of Products for All Weather Applications - Your Success is Our Success!
• Ultimate in Design - Superior Products at Competitive Prices
• Unique Dealer Programs with No Dealer Fees

• support - Online Sales Training, Online Tech Support, Free Customer Leads

CALL TODAY AND BECOME AN ALL WEATHER ARMOUR DEALER
www.allweatherarmour.com • 888-654-4942

E-mail : sales@allweatherarmour.com
Phone: 888-654-4942
Website: www.allweatherarmour.com
www.gutterenterprise.com
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So, when you have a homeowner looking for unique
options, such as copper, zinc or wood, consider adding
fiberglass gutters to your product offering. For more
information regarding Fiberglass Gutters visit online
fiberglassgutters.com or (781) 826-3711

DuraGutter is an engineered system that uses aluminum
keys and glue to connect and align the sections together.

Aluminum/ Heavy Duty Gutters
Duragutter is a heavy wall, extruded aluminum gutter
that has the benefits of wood. Durable and four times
the thickness of standard aluminum gutter. Duragutter is
available in lengths up to 29 feet. Used on many Colonial
and Victorian house styles because the gutter is elegantly
mitered into the rake edge. Duragutter can be bent to
almost any radius. Whether you have a curved wall,
turret, or undulating form, we can produce a smooth curve
to enhance your architecture.
Duragutter extruded
aluminum gutter is
an exact replica of a
traditional wood gutter,
but holds twice the
volume. The integral
flashing locks into the
back edge of the gutter
and extends onto the roof
for complete water and ice
protection. No hangers,
simply screw through the
back to install.
Duragutter can miter into
the rake molding, creating
a classic, seamless look for
both existing homes and
new construction. The
patented system uses an
internal seal block to keep
water out of the miter.

Apply sealant tape starting at back edge. Be sure to smooth
out any air bubbles and rub tape against gutter for full
adhesion.

Hangers are not required. Installed with 5/16" x 3" stainless
steel screw at each rafter tail. Cost ranges from $18 to $25
per linear foot. GE
To learn more about Duragutter visit them online at
duragutter.com or call (781) 259-1221.

DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS
Universal to fit ANY drain tile in the ground
Available
Availableinin
Black
Blackor
orWhite
White
for
forthe
thesame
same
low price

low price

New 3x4x6 Size
Available!!
Sizes 2x3x3,

Manufactured
Manufactured
ininIowa
Iowaby
by
Front
Street Mfg.
Gutterworks
Mfg.

2x3x4,2x3x3
3x4x3,
Sizes
3x4x4,3x4x3
4x4x4,
2x3x4,
3x4x4,
5x5x4,4x4x4
6x6x6
5x5x4,
6x6x6
and also
4x6x4 &
and
alsowhich
4x6x4also
4x6x6
4x6x6 which also
fit4x5
4x5down
downpipe
pipe
fit

PRICING ON WEBSITE
Pricing on Website

National Marketing and Sales Position
for well established
Gutter Guard Manufacturer

Some Investment & Significant Experience Required

call 732-531-1123
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FreeFREE
Shipping
on orderS
over $300OVER $300
SHIPPING
ON ORDERS

Many more items available
Many more items available
at www.gutterworks.com
at www.gutterworks.com
Scan the QR code
888-376-6871

888-376-6871

DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE
Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871

Diversification
By Brian Mahoney

Photo Credit:
nutshellstores

Diversification, especially in today’s
environment is paramount to
maintaining a healthy bottom line.
As we experience unprecedented
times, diversification can help
guide your company through these
challenging periods and aid your
company to stay clear and out of
crisis mode.

In addition to more revenue,
diversification can also provide
credibility and increased exposure.
Gutter Enterprise has talked about diversification in previous
issues, such as water harvesting, rain chains, gutter guards, and
maintenance programs.
As mentioned in the article Supply and Demand, we talk about
days gone by when going to the supplier and picking up supplies
and everything was available to you has, for now taken a back
seat.
Expanding your product offering (diversification) is one of the
key steps to a thriving bottom line. Gutter guards, aftermarket
products that enhance your install, water harvesting, wide
mouth outlets and rain chains are products we should add to our
sales presentations that can increase your bottom line. GE

Cleveland Heat Cable carries
a large inventory of products
to assist in heat cable needs.
Direct Ship - Cut out the supply yards

1000 LF SPOOLS = $3,136.50
after 10% discount

*Self-Regulating Heat Cable
*120 Volt / 220 Volt
*6 Watts Per Foot at 40 Degrees
*Thick Molded Polyolefin Outer Jacket
*Waterproof for Roof & Gutter De-icing

10% OFF

USE PROMO CODE: MAG2021

FAST & FREE SHIPPING to the Lower 48 states

(440) 519-0578
www.clevelandheatcable.com

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Product Review

Gutter Flash by Truss Gutter Products

The GutterFlash installs easily under existing roof tiles.
GE fastened the GutterFlash to the fascia using a #8 gutter
screw with washer every two feet. Install time for each
section was under three minutes. The product performed
as described. GE recommends the GutterFlash for gutter
professionals. GE
For more information, call 830.249.0111 or find them online
at gutterflash.com.
Or scan the QR code.

Gutter Enterprise received the product with no damages
and wrapped with sufficient shipping protection. Made
of aluminum, GutterFlash is sturdy and comes in 8 ft
strips. Made from .016 x 9.8 3105 alloy aluminum with a
Polyurethane painted finish and comes in five colors.

Scroll Bar Bracket & Classic Bar Bracket
8”, 6” & 5” Copper, Aluminum & Steel
New Heavy Duty 1 1/4 ” x 3/16”
Also Extreme Duty 1 1/2” x 3/16”
The strongest on the market
Roof Mount Bar Brackets also available

Radius Gutter available
in Half Round 8”, 6”, 5”
K-Style in 7”, 6”, 5”

ClassicGutters.com
(269) 665-2700

Copper, Mill Finish
Aluminum &
Galvalume
Custom
profiles
available.

Streamline
Cast Fascia Bracket
Cast Fascia Brackets
available in 8", 6" & 5"
Brass & Aluminum

108”~o~orr~132”Secti
ectioons

New!
45º
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Plain Rib Cast Fascia Bracket
Shown with Cast Wedge for
Angled Fascia, available in
45º, 37.5º, 30º, 22.5º, 15º & 7.5º
Over 30 different styles of
Cast Fascia Brackets available

37.5º

30º

22.5º 15º 7.5º

Open Curl
Cast Fascia Bracket
Aluminum Cast
Fascia Brackets available in
3 Powder Coated Colors: White,
Dark Bronze & Galvalume-Hue

Stamped Fascia Bracket 8”, 6” & 5”
Available in .050 Copper, Galvalume,
13 Aluminum Colors in .063 Aluminum

Half Round Reverse Bead Spherical End Cap
Installs left or right
8”, 6” & 5” Copper & Aluminum

Cast Wedges for Angled Fascia
Downspout Brackets also available in 5”, 4” & 3”

The Only Half Round Reverse Bead
Spherical End Cap in The Gutter Industry!

November/December 2021

Gutter Machines
Buy now, our supply is going fast

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OF $100+
ONE STOP SHOP FOR
ALL YOUR GUTTER
ACCESSORY NEEDS!

EZ GUTTER
GUARDS

OUTLETS

Order now to take advantage of
Tax Code Section 179 for this year!

GEOCEL & RUSCO

PROVIDING
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
WITH QUAILTY
PRODUCTS

CAULK
SADDLES, MITERS
& MORE!

CONTACT US TODAY!
319-465-6655

guttersupply

WWW.GUTTERMATERIALS.COM

Call us 866.355.1011 or shop GutterSupply.com

TOP CHOICES UNDER ALL
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
Gutter pros trust and count on Geocel® sealants for every
kind of commercial and residential job they have.
Geocel 2320® and 2321 Gutter
and Narrow Seam Sealants
Prevents the passage of air and moisture
through small joints and seams.
•
•
•
•
Geocel Products Group
Cleveland, OH 44115

Excellent adhesion to most surfaces
Exceptional ultraviolet resistance
Paintable
Cleans up easily
800-348-7615 • Fax 800-348-7009
GeocelUSA.com

Geocel Pro® Gutter Seal
Prevents the passage of air and moisture
during gutter installation and repair.
•
•
•
•

Applies, adheres and cures underwater
High tack, fast curing
UV resistant
Remains flexible with minimal shrinkage

© Geocel GEOC 4/21

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Installer Profile

Guttering in Paradise
How One Gutter Company
Serves the Aloha State

C

alling the tropical island of
Hawaii home since 1997,
Gutter King Ltd. has everything
Hawaiians need to maintain
their home in paradise.
A full-service rain gutter company,
Gutter King serves Oahu and the
neighboring islands with a two-crew
complement and seven company-wide
employees.

“Diversification has been a top priority
with Gutter King as of late due to the
pandemic. "We feel we need to offer
a larger variety of services, such as
water harvesting and rainchains to stay
competitive and increase exposure."
Check out their complete line of
rainchains on their website listed below.

Leading the charge at Gutter King is
Founder John Manning and his wife
Sandra Thomas.

Water Harvesting has become a topic of
conversation on the island.
“We offer water harvesting as many
homeowners will bring it up in
conversation,” Thomas said.

According to Thomas, the duo splits the
workload. Manning conducts the work
estimates and Thomas handles the office
and the paper trail.

According to the website currentresults.
com, “Hawaii overall is the rainiest state
in the U.S., with a statewide average of
63.7 inches of rain a year.

Gutter King offers seamless gutters
in aluminum and copper in 5" and 6"
K-style, 6" in half-round, and boxstyle in the 7” for both residential and
commercial projects.

But few places in Hawaii fit the state's
average. Many weather stations on the
islands record less than 20 inches (508
mm) of rainfall a year while others
receive well over 100 inches.

“Twenty-five percent of our installs are
commercial and have presented some
of our most challenging projects. We
also work with many architects on new
home builds that often comprise of
some unique installs, Thomas said. “In
addition to our seamless gutters, our
company offers flashing or leader heads
in many styles along with custom gutter
services. Such as, rainchains and water
harvesting.”

Hawaii's climate is dominated by
moisture-laden air rolling in off the
ocean that releases massive amounts
of water on an island's windward side,
while the other side enjoys a rain
shadow. On the Big Island of Hawaii
for instance, Papaikou
Mauka near the east
coast gets 202 inches of
rain a year. But rainfall
drops to just 11 inches
annually at Kona Village
on the island's western
shore.”

Rainchains are a big seller for the
Hawaii-based company.
“Homeowners love the aesthetics it
adds to the home. We can do a lot more
things than just the seamless gutters,”
Thomas told Gutter Enterprise.
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So, what makes Gutter
King different from
other gutter companies
on the Hawaiian Islands?

According to Thomas, it’s their
emphasis on courtesy.
“We make sure the people that go to
your house are good people,” Thomas
said. “All of our guys are really polite
and helpful.”
But life on the Hawaiian Islands isn’t
without its challenges. Residents have to
defend their gutters - and their homes
- from ground termites, a multitude of
tree leaves and saltwater corrosion.
“Gutters used to be the last thing you
would think about, but they’re super
important to the house,” Thomas said.
With that in mind, Gutter King says
it recommends and installs a lot of
Leaf Guards and recommends copper
gutters, which have a longer life span
in areas near the ocean, to prevent
saltwater from deteriorating gutters.
“If you’re by the ocean, you definitely
want to buy the copper because of
corrosion,” she said. GE
To learn more about Gutter King, Ltd,
visit their website at 808gutterking.com.

Manufacturer Profile

Finding Solutions to Everyday Gutter
Needs with Truss Gutter Products
From end caps and pipe clips to flashing and guards, Truss
Gutter Products carries everything a gutter professional could
need and then some!

“[Our] products aren’t typical,” Ward said, “We go after
problems that have been occurring in the industry since
forever.”

Hailing from Boerne, Texas, Truss Gutter Products has been
a leading innovator in the gutter industry for nearly two
decades.

“What is the one thing all gutters have in common?
Expansion and Contraction,” Karl Gramling, owner of Truss
Gutter Products said.

Branden Ward, production manager for Truss Gutter
Products, told Gutter Enterprise that it's the unique customer
service experience and proprietary products that keep
customers coming back.

All the products developed by Truss address expansion and
contraction through forward thinking gutter products that
do what they say they will do - keep rainwater moving away
from the house.

“Everything is made in the USA, we don’t skimp on cheap
materials,” Ward said. “We’re also not the biggest company
in the world, so you get a great customer service experience
here.”

From their signature product - the Snap-Loc gutter system to the adjustable extruded T-Wedge, all of Truss' products are
designed with expansion and contraction in mind."

Currently, Truss has between 13-15 employees, to
accommodate growth and expand their product offerings,
Truss recently built a new facility near San Antonio, Texas.
Truss has many proprietary product offerings, including
Gutter Flash, Snap-Lok, Leaf Off and T-wedges, all designed
to make an installer’s job easier.

The company, Ward said, has had a “knack” for inventing
new, innovative solutions and products for the gutter
industry since its inception in the early 2000s.
All of the products offered by Truss are made in the United
States, so buyers can feel good about the materials they are
buying and their quality.
So what’s next for Truss? The enthusiasm Truss has for the
gutter industry is very forward thinking. Gramling said, the
industry must embrace education to survive in this industry
with the additional benefit of enhancing your company’s
uniqueness and separating itself from the competition.
According to Ward, the company is revamping their digital
presence and expanding their product offerings outside of
just the proprietary.
“We’re trying to offer more of the everyday stuff,” Ward said.
The goal, Ward said, is for Truss to become a “one-stop shop”
for the gutter industry. GE
To learn more about Truss Gutter Products, visit
trussgutterproducts.com.”

www.gutterenterprise.com
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The Weakest Link in
All Rain Gutters
By Kevin Leahy
Photo Credit: TheSpoutoff.com

J

ust as all chains are only as good as their weakest
link, so too are rain gutters only as good as their
weakest link. And the weakest link in all rain
gutters is the outlet – the component that creates
the hole in the gutter at the top of the downspout.
All present outlets are too small – they clog easily and
often. Standard outlets even have a lip around their top that
catches debris and starts the clogging. In just a few days
after a rain gutter has been cleaned, even a small amount of
debris getting into that gutter can and will clog present, small
standard outlets. Not good!
If you are still installing 10 ft. gutters with spikes and ferrules,
this information is not for you. But if you are installing
seamless aluminum gutters with hidden hangers, you are
using almost all the best materials available. So, changing
and fixing the “weakest link” to continue to make all your
installations better, will simply make sense to you – and to
your customers.
A new outlet that is significantly larger than present standard
outlets is the obvious answer to replacing the “weakest
link.” You moved to seamless gutters because they are
better, and you moved to hidden hangers because they
are better … it’s now time to move to a large outlet that is
obviously better. An outlet when water and debris reach that
outlet, all that water and all that debris fall out of the gutter
through the large outlet and away from the house, just as
gutters are supposed to do.

Also, a large outlet that eliminates the lip around the top of
the outlet is critically important. Why? Because eliminating
the lip means there is no catchpoint at the outlet for a small
amount of debris to get caught and start the clogging. When
debris reaches the outlet where there is no lip, that debris will
fall out of the gutter. Very good!

All present outlets are too small – they clog easily
and often
So, continue offering all your customers the best rain gutter
materials available. Install rain gutter outlets that are no
longer the weakest link in a gutter installation, but in fact
ensure all rain gutters work moving water away from a
structure as they are designed to do. GE
For more information contact The SpoutOff Rain Gutter
Company at (610) 420-0378 or online at thespoutoff.com

Stop This

With This

How well does it work? The Barnett Valley Controller
can handle 5 gallons of water in 20 seconds. But
don’t take our word for it, find us on amazon
and read our 200 plus customer reviews.
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www.barnettsvalleycontroller.com (330) 882 - 5161 olbarnett44@gmail.com

Industry News

‘I Demand Supply!’
By Derek Chute

Photo Credit: theinnategroup.com

“I Demand Supply!” seems more fitting than supply and
demand these days.
Remember the "good old days" when you could sell a job and
then just cruise right down to the Supply House to pick up
the materials needed? All of them!? Remember all the colors
we used to be able to sell? When most of your business was
done with one supplier? When you could make it a month
without adjusting prices?
Obtaining supplies has become an effort of patience and
persistence, and there doesn't seem to be any relief on the
near horizon. At this point, suppliers are taking care of their
core customers. So, it is easy to become frustrated, but there
are some proactive steps we can take to help.

“I Demand Supply!” seems more fitting than
supply and demand these days.
1. Clean up our own processes. Accuracy in sales, material
ordering, and installation is key to eliminating waste and
stress.
2. Set realistic installation schedules after the sale. It may
be necessary to schedule jobs further out to allow time to
round up all the materials.
3. We absolutely must learn to think ahead. Ordering
materials for jobs scheduled further out requires a greater
degree of organization and planning.

5. Remember suppliers are experiencing the same
difficulties with labor, materials, and logistics. We should
strive to interact with them the way we would prefer our
customers interact with us.
6. Take the initiative in communicating with suppliers. We
are sometimes disappointed when we don't receive notice
when they are out of something, items we were expecting
did not arrive, or changes to policy, delivery schedules etc.
Take a moment to find out the current state of affairs with
your suppliers.
7. Be nice! Cultivate good relationships with office,
warehouse, and delivery employees. All of us get through
stressful days better when we associate with pleasant
people.
8. Take responsibility for our own mistakes.
9. Don't be the company whose business model is day-today crisis management.
10. Pay supply bills on time! We all like taking care of
customers who pay!
These plain concepts, taken individually or collectively aren't
going to eliminate the material supply problems we face. But
they can make incremental differences that add up to a better
end result. And on the brighter side, when things do improve
we'll be that much better off. GE
Derek Chute is owner of Hydra-Flo Guttering in Oklahoma.

4. Take the time to develop relationships with all the
Supply Houses within a reasonable distance. Find out
which ones will deliver and delivery schedules. Get things
delivered when possible.

Hydra- Flo Guttering located in Oklahoma has been in
business since 1992, so there are very few situations that
we have not encountered. Both Hydra-Flo and Broken
Arrow Guttering have the experience and labor force to
tackle most any commercial & residential guttering need.
Photo Credit: Spectra Metals
www.gutterenterprise.com
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Memo to the New Manager
By Sam Page

T

he new manager doesn't need to arrive on the
scene with a sharp axe and a chopping block. No
matter how shaky the operation, the first order of
business is to start doing business again. A reign
of terror, an immediate housecleaning, is only going to get
in the way of that objective. Set a blistering pace at the outset
and there will be no confusion as to what each person needs
to do to keep his or her job. When there is no ambiguity—
and no alternative—people usually either get with the
program or select themselves out. The house cleans itself.
Come in and make a statement. Put a stake in the ground
with a can-do attitude that has no grey area whatsoever. The
cavalry used to arrive with flags flying and bugles blowing.
You are the cavalry.

Making a statement early—and I’m talking about an actionsspeak-louder-than-words statement—puts everyone on
notice that the leadership vacuum has been filled. In itself,
that's powerful and reassuring news. Even more important,
though, is the central message of this truism—if you don't
know where you're going, you'll never get there. Troubled
organizations don't have the faintest idea where they're going,
and the uncertainty is corrosive.

That's why on a sports team, when there's a
losing streak, the coach gets fired, not the players.
Whether you see yourself as a coach or cavalry, tell 'em where
they're headed!
The sentiment is, "The train is leaving the station. Get on
board or get left behind; the choice is up to you."
This can't be a bluff or flashy and meaningless rhetoric
because the skeptics will opt to wait and see whether you're
serious. The train can't leave tomorrow or next week; it's got
to begin pulling out the moment you set foot on board.

Photo Credit: www.army.mil

It's a matter of leadership. My working assumption is that
everyone wants to succeed. It makes sense, doesn't it? But
why don't they succeed? There are three reasons: deficiency
of skills, lack of desire, or poor leadership. Many times—
probably most of the time—it’s poor leadership. That's why
on a sports team, when there's a losing streak, the coach gets
fired, not the players.
The players have the skills and the desire, otherwise they
wouldn't have made the cut; what's missing is the direction,
the coordination, the motivation that can only be provided by
a leader.

Those who have climbed aboard will immediately be
demonstrating whether their skills are up to the task or not.
The longer the delay, the longer it will be before you as a
manager and leader really have a complete understanding of
the resources at your disposal.
If I've inherited the gang that couldn't shoot straight, the
first thing I'm going to do is hold a little target practice. I
want to know what I have to work with, and I want to know
immediately. Training, guidance, extra supervision, can all be
applied—that's what a leader is there for—but not if I'm just
guessing about who can hack it and who can't.
I can't stress it enough. Get a fast start. GE

To continue to receive Gutter Enterprise all year long! A Bi-Monthly publication for the Seamless
Gutter Industry. Subscribe on-line: www.gutterenterprise.com/subscribe
Scan the QR code to subscribe

Send your product announcements or news releases to
brian@gutterenterprise.com
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Gutter Pros:
Help Homeowners Prep for
Winter Weather - Dealing with Ice
Icing issues on roofs and
gutters are typically due
to inadequate ventilation.
This is not an exact science and there are many
providers of de-icing
solutions.

THE

GUTTERSLING

TM

A PROFESSIONAL TOOL

GutterSling
is the first tool
designed to help you
install gutters from 35’, 45’, 55’ or longer,
a crew is not needed. Install your own
gutters and put dollars in your pocket.

being more productive
and profitable. Call (856)
874-0706 or visit us at
guttersling.com.

For all the latest GutterSling
details and current pricing,
go to our pre-sale website
and place your order now.

Order your GutterSling today and start

Moving water away from
the roofline into the gutter
and away from the home
is essential to maintaining
gutters and roofs, as well
as reducing callbacks and
damage to the home.

P N
R E
IC W
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G

Watch
the video
Guttersling

Downspout & Elbow
Forming Machinery
*Rectangular 2x3, 3x4 or 4x5
*Round 3" or 4"
*Square 2-5/8" or 3-1/4"
*Downspout, Elbow & Offsets
from the same automated machine

Popular options include roof de-icing cables, ice dam prevention products, and roof deicer systems. These help to prevent
problems on roofs and gutters and ease any issues around
eaves, valleys, drains, and pathways that are caused by ice and
snow build-up. GE

Buy & Sell Used Equipment - Call for a Quote
Skyline Enterprises, Inc.- 303-744-3233 - nrich@skyline-us.com

The best just got better.
Now manufacturing 027 gauge 4” smooth
and/or corrugated round downspout & elbows.

20+

COLORS
of accessories in stock
and always available
(additional colors
available upon request)

ALL 1/2 ROUND IS 032 GAUGE.
The
largest
selection
in the
US!

12

COLORS
available for 5” & 6”
traditional bead,
plus copper

Traditional
Bead

K gutters
available
in 5”, 6”
& 7”

30+

COLORS

available for reverse bead,
5” & 6” in aluminum
plus steel downspout
and gutter to 24 gauge

Reverse
Bead

For more information call or visit our website:

717.548.2322 • WilhelmSpouting.com

PA033830

www.gutterenterprise.com
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As For Me … Professional
Installs Are the Way to Go
By Brian Mahoney
Photo Credit:
The Brothers That Just Do Gutters

I

had the opportunity to install gutters several weekends
ago. Truss Gutter Products, a Gutter Enterprise
advertiser, was kind enough to provide their
GutterFlash product. Made from aluminum and available in
5 different colors, it is slipped under the first row of shingles
and nailed to the fascia board. I can honestly say that was the
easiest part of the task and I highly recommend the product.
GutterFlash ensures the water flows directly into the gutter,
eliminating the possibility of any backflow. (See Product
Review Page 16).

My experience is the reason why GE will always recommend a
professional install. Should you ever run across a homeowner
flirting with the idea of installing gutters themselves, please
stress the number of seams that will overtime be problematic
and lead to leaks. The seams also created a separate issue, too
many moving parts, producing potential weak spots in the
install. In addition, the added trips up and down the ladder
also are challenging and a safety issue. GE

Installing the Gutter
The homeowner had existing sectional gutters from a purchase
made several years ago. The product called out for separate
pieces (seamers) used to join the box miters. We eagerly tried
to install the gutters using an aftermarket miter (preferred
method). We had a heck of a time ensuring a good snug fit
without utilizing additional screws or having to use a lot
of extra sealant. After numerous attempts at installing the
aftermarket miter (preferred) product we were unable to get a
good tight seal.
We also attempted to utilize the box miter that came with the
initial purchase without using the joiners (seamers). Again,
the gutter would not lay flat in the bottom of the miter and
additional screws and sealant would be required creating an
environment for potential leaks.
As we were working under a time restraint, we finally had
to resort to utilizing the connectors (seamers) to join the
gutter to the box miter, which created eight additional seams,
problematic and with the potential for leaks. We had to go with
what was called for by the manufacturer.
Coming at this from the standpoint of a DIYer. It was
frustrating. I can truly appreciate gutters installed by a
professional. I realize the big box stores have an audience and
wish the DIYer all the luck in the world.
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Skyline Enterprises, Inc.
Buy & Sell Used Equipment Call for a Quote

303-744-3233 • nrich@skyline-us.com

For Immediate Sale-

Used Skyline 2x3 Downspout
& Elbow forming machine.
Very good condition with
new hydraulic plumbing,
includes uncoiler.
Priced to sell at $62,500

Gutter Guard for Odd Shaped
Gutters, Custom Gutters
By Alex Hanley

Performing construction in New
England in the 70s, I learned to
appreciate the design of the standard
5” K-style seamless gutter. At that time,
a very high percentage of homes and
buildings had been outfitted with wood
gutters which, did not even have full
fascia leak protection.
Gutter renovation and perimeter leak
repairs included either installing a
continuous flat locked and soldered
16-ounce custom copper gutter lining,
or rebuilding the soffit and modifying
the rafter tails to install a full fascia
board which would receive a new .032
aluminum K-style seamless 5” gutter.
Working with, and observing
shallow wood gutters, gave us a great
appreciation for the functionality and
water carrying capacity of the 5” K-style
gutter. It is a fantastic product that's
reasonably priced, aesthetically pleasing,
durable, strong, and the workhorse of the
gutter industry, so it is no surprise that
the 5” K-style gutter and the 6“ oversize
K-style gutters have grown to massive
popularity.
Due to such popularity and high volume,
there is no shortage of gutter accessories
and leaf guard products designed for
the K-style gutter. Manufacturers and
contractors line up to invest, research,
and develop with the hopes of being
able to offer the latest greatest accessory
gutter guard products and services with
the newest technological “bells and
whistles.” But what if you have a building
with an odd-shaped, unpopular gutter or
a custom gutter?
Many building owners have gutters
which common gutter guards won’t fit
and will not work.

These less common gutters of many
different shapes and sizes exist in far
lower volume and therefore do not
attract new cookie cutter problem
solving accessorial gutter solutions. One
size does not fit all with custom gutters
and uniquely shaped gutters while tree
lines are growing closer by the day, so
what is a building owner to do, when a
typical gutter leaf guard will not fit?
Turn to Gutterbrush for a simple, logical,
affordable, easy solution to clogging in
odd-shaped and custom gutters.
Gutters made for many prefabricated
structures are designed and shaped
uniquely, such that typical clog
protection solutions do not fit or will not
work. Manufacturers of prefabricated
structures have their own gutter agenda.
As an example, metal building
manufacturers want to provide a gutter
that carries the rainwater, is easy to
install, makes the building look good
and is incredibly strong to handle snow
sliding from a large smooth metal roof.
The uniquely shaped metal building
gutter typically has a front gutter edge
that extends much higher than the back
gutter edge; and even extends higher
than the roof drip edge. The unusually
high front gutter edge enables the gutter
to be directly strapped to the upper
ribs of the roof in an extremely strong
configuration.
Additionally, the higher front gutter
edge serves to provide a nice straight
appearance intentionally concealing
defects or lack of straightness that
otherwise would be visible in the roof
drip edge and the roof panels.
This prefabricated metal building gutter
design provides great strength while
improving the aesthetic appearance of
the building, but please note that they
intentionally designed and created

a gutter that breaks the logical rules
of guttering. That high front gutter
edge serves dual purposes, but makes
it impossible to install a gutter guard
screen or leaf guard cover that will solve
gutter clogging.

Photo Credit:
Gutter Brush

Even if it could work, the installation of
a gutter screen or cover would require
cutting, trimming and excessive surface
fastening around every gutter strap,
which is illogical and prohibitive. There
is just no practical way to fit this gutter
with a traditional gutter screen or cover.
Gutter guards for metal building gutters,
other structures with this similar unique
leaf guard requirement include gutters
on carports, awnings, lanais and patio
rooms.
GutterBrush provides excellent
maintainable clog protection for these
odd unique gutters. Owners of metal
buildings and other prefabricated
structures have an even greater need for
gutter clog protection, because when
these particular gutters do clog, the
high front gutter edge forces the water
to back-up into the building, causing
possible interior water damage.
Other applications, where similar gutter
protection is used are where hanger or
roof straps are used. GE
Alex O'Hanley is the business
development manager for GutterBrush
Leaf Guard.
www.gutterenterprise.com
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INDUSTRY DIRECTORY
Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com

EZ Miter
www.ezmiterguttertemplate.com

The SpoutOff Rain Gutter Company
www.thespoutoff.com

KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com

American Gutters
www.guttermaterials.com

Contractor B.O.S.
www.contactorbos.com

Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com

Geocel Products Group
www.geocel.co.uk

Ralph Wilhelm Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com

Petit Tool
www.petittool.com

US Aluminum
www.usaluminuminc.com

GutterSling
www.guttersling.com

The Only Four-Season Roof & Gutter
Protection™
www.allweatherarmour.com

Advanced Arch. Sheet Metal & Supply
www.advarchsm.com

Ruscoe Company
www.ruscoe.com
Gutterworks Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com

Gutter Supply
Guttersupply.com

Cleveland Heat Cable
www.clevelandheatcable.com
Diamond Back Gutter Covers
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com

Barnett Valley Controller
www.barnettsvalleycontroller.com
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www.gutterflash.com
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Profile . . . . . . . . . . . Installer & Manufacturer/Supplier
Technical . . . . . . . . . Article Metal Roofs & Gutters
Departments . . . . . Industry News, Tool & Product Reviews

The Royal Gutter & Drain Supply
www.royalguttersupply.com
Classic Gutter Systems, LLC
www.classicgutters.com
E-Z Gutter Guard Protection
www.e-zgutter.com
Liberty Seamless Machinery
www.libertyseamless.com
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We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our
magazine will benefit the entire industry.
This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and exposure
to2021
over 7500 subscribers nationally.
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Prevents leaves, pine
needles, seeds and debris
from clogging your gutters!

Steel Powder Coated Screen

UltraFlo Small Hole

UltraFlo MicroX

• Step down design
• Less than 1/16 inch openings

• Small hole steel screen
• Available in regular or step down
• Less than 3/16 inch openings

Small hole
step down

Small hole

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026

We pay the freight on any order over $100!

Say Goodbye

Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

to

Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Elite - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”
Speed Screw - 5” & 6”
I
N
C

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!

www.gutterenterprise.com
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YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

BEST

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like
no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water
flow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubberbased insert is weather resistant providing added support and
positive drainage.
The extended front end of the
Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter
Corner provides an enlarged
catch basin, directing water
away from the front edge and
channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing.
The extensive line of gutter
hangers includes M-Hook, Quick
Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers
for installations that are fast,
straight and secure.
We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their
fittings in their colors.

For your FREE Samples of these
products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

